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James Loram has been a professional full-time wedding DJ and planner for over 20 years. He
created a downloadable wedding planner specifically for brides and grooms and was surprised
when he found hundreds of DJs buying it, desperate to learn the true ins and outs of planning
and performing at weddings. Unfortunately, the guide was specifically designed for engaged
couples, not DJs.With so many DJs out there needing help, James has put together a very
thorough step-by-step guide that teaches and explains exactly what needs to be done to
become a true professional wedding DJ.James discusses every aspect of being a wedding
DJ:The commitment: It's not as easy as you thinkThe planning: It's all about personalizationThe
agenda: What works and whyThe personality: More important than the musicThe music: Not as
important as you thinkThe day of: Should be the least stressful part of your jobThe equipment:
It's last for a reasonThe final word: It's not about youThe wedding songs timeline planner: A
complete wedding planning guideHow to Be a Wedding DJ is filled with tons of ideas on how to
make a wedding fun, how to plan a wedding the right way from an event mind-set, and a
complete walkthrough of the wedding planning process. This book is designed to bring any
newbie DJ up to speed on what it takes to plan and perform at his or her first wedding or for the
veteran DJ who needs to take it to the next level.Once you get the basics down, your next book
should be The Best Wedding Reception Ever! By Peter Merry.

About the AuthorEducational Testing Service (ETS) advances quality and equity in education for
people worldwide by creating assessments based on rigorous research. ETS serves individuals,
educational institutions, and government agencies by providing customized solutions for teacher
certification, English language learning, and elementary, secondary, and post-secondary
education, as well as conducting educational research, analysis, and policy studies. Founded as
a nonprofit in 1947, ETS develops, administers, and scores more than 50 million tests annually--
including the TOEFL and TOEIC tests, the GRE tests, and The Praxis Series assessments--in
more than 180 countries, at over 9000 locations worldwide.
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Michal, “The ETS Does It Again! Sort of. Ok not really.. As you likely know from either the title or
familiarity with the ETS, this book is the Official Guide for the GRE General Test (Revised). I
teach the GRE full-time and this is one of two books I require my students to purchase for two
primary reasons. This is the only book made by the test-makers, so there is an extraordinarily
amount of useful information here: the questions are phrased in the way that the real test
phrases them, the content is fairly reflective of the real exam, and the book itself now comes with
2 paper-based and 2 computer-based versions of the test. So, in total, there are hundreds of
questions to try your hand at. Secondly, each question comes with a very lengthy explanation as
to why certain answers are right and often enough, why other answers are wrong.The ETS is
also kind enough to identify which questions are of what difficulty level, so you can even mark
your own progress fairly well, too.The book further comes with examples of responses to the
Analytical Writing tasks, so you have a very good sense of what the ETS thinks of as "a good
essay" and "a bad essay", as well.The book is, however, fairly lacking on a number of other
counts. It is not particularly useful as a stand-alone text and once you've exhausted the
questions in the book, there are no other resources to use outside of it from the ETS.
Additionally--and most importantly--the book lacks a functionally useful set of questions to really
build on basic mathematics skills and takes for granted that test-takers will be able to perform
particular operations.My biggest gripe about the book is it's Quantitative Review (Pages
207-305), in which there are no explanations for sample problems and often, concepts are
covered in ways that are actually almost unusable for the test itself. Bizarrely, in spite of the fact
that the test consistently features Special Right Triangles (Pythagorean Triplets) and often
requires test-takers to simplify radicals, the book makes no mention of either of these basic math
concepts. These are two among many others.Additionally, the test does not often inform
students of the most efficient or effective way of working through a problem. They'll give a very
accurate description of how to solve math problems in some cases, but not if it's optimal for ideal
test-taking. As a prime example, there are right triangle questions featured on almost every
version of the GRE and almost all of the right triangles featured have particular properties to
them. But, the GRE Guide makes no mention of these properties and test-takers are left to their
own devices to either figure them out or work around them in the most inefficient ways.The book
is a sort of oddity, as such: it purports to be the Official Guide of the test but it also seems
purposefully left incomplete, as if the test-makers wanted to provide some help in making the
test accessible, but not so much help that anyone could effectively study for it using their own
materials. The cynical conclusion one might draw from this is that the ETS is heavily invested in
maintaining the secrecy and mysteriousness of the test (and is also invested in test-takers re-
testing) but they don't want the test to seem unduly unfair.To improve this product, they should
include more practice sets that are divided up by concept (rather than simply by difficulty) and
further, they should revamp the math review, which has not changed since the good ole' days of



the original GRE Guide (which was originally published over 20 years ago).”

GRE Prep Club, “A must have for GRE for 320+. This book is compiled by ETS, the makers of
the GRE test. It contains original GRE questions, i.e. questions that have appeared in the GRE
test. While it is a must have book for all GRE test takers here are a few pointer that could help
you get the best of it.*** PROS ***1. Original GRE Questions: All the questions in here are
questions that have appeared in the GRE test. This becomes particularly significant in the
Chapters “Verbal Reasoning” and “Quantitative Reasoning”. The strategies described in these
chapters are very useful and relevant in the GRE test.2. Chapters on AWA Sections: This book
is, by far, the best guide for AWA section available in the market. It has a collection of sample
essays and it explains in great detail how to score well in the AWA section.3. Verbal and
Quantitative reasoning practice Questions: Each section is prefaced by detailed theoretical
discussions that cover the entire topic in great detail. There are quite a few solved examples in
each topic. The solutions discussed in this chapter are meticulously detailed.4. Classification of
Questions: The questions in the practice chapters are classified as Easy, Medium and Hard
Questions. It provides an additional frame of reference for the test takers.5. Practice tests: The
book has two paper tests and two tests on the CD ROM. There is a solution section after each
paper test and there is a set of sample solutions to Essay questions. The CD ROM test can also
be downloaded from the website as the PowerPrep II software.*** CONS ***1. Number of
questions in the book is quite low when compared to similar books by other publishers. If you
need material for practice you probably have to invest in another book.2. It is not the most
beginner-friendly book. The book assumes that you have polished your basic concepts,
specially in the Quants section, before going thorugh it3. While the PowerPrep tests are most
accurate test available in the market their result analysis tool is quite inadequate. It does not
have the SWOT analysis capabilities comparable to that of the Princeton or Kaplan Tests.This is
the perfect book with which you can polish your GRE Prep. The fact that it has original GRE
questions alone is a powerful reason to buy it. You need to train your ear, esp. with the verbal
questions. Further, the Chapter on Quant and Verbal Practice Question and the Chapter on the
AWA section would add significant value to your preparation.*** Some Frequently Asked
Questions:What are some of the other study options that I have?Students in the past who have
felt the need that they require training from a basic level have started off their test prep with
Kaplan or Barron’s books and topped them off with ETS GRE Guide. You might want to consider
Manhattan for your initial preparation as well. Manhattan GRE Set of eight strategy guides come
with 8 books that target specific math and verbal areas. However they require 2-3 months to
complete. If you need more original GRE Questions you can buy the Official GRE Quantitative
and or Verbal Reasoning books.*** What is a good study plan using ETS GRE Guide?I would
recommend that you could start with Manhattan/Kaplan and finish it within couple of months,
then evaluate which are your areas of strength/ weakness. Based on your analysis you can
invest in this book by ETS to bolster your weaknesses.*** Will this get me to 320+?This book



alone, won’t get you to 320+ score – it is just a collection of questions with some rough rules. You
should consider investing in a guide book that can refresh your quant and verbal skills. Good
options are Kaplan or Manhattan books to start with and then the ETS guide would prove to be
useful in the last leg of your test prep.*** Other Books I should know about?The Manhattan GRE
series are a great and very comprehensive collection as well as the Official GRE Verbal and
Quant books. You can also use Kaplan Premiere if you don't have the time or money for the
Manhattan GRE (MGRE) series)Best of luck with your test prep.Sandy, GRE: 323PS: I reply to
comments on Amazon.”

Anonymous, “Great book, way better than Princeton Review. Great book, much better than the
one from Princeton Review which is full of bulls***. I took the GRE twice, once after working
through the Princeton Review and once after working through this book. Second time my score
saw an increase of 65%. I do have to say though that the questions on the quantitative part of the
test seemed to be noticeably harder than the ones in the book.”

JSR, “Highly recommend Kaplan products for GMAT and GRE. Highly recommend Kaplan
products for GMAT and GRE. I have used both books, as my only study material for each exam.
Their free tools (obtained by purchasing the book) are great for practice. Guaranteed results.”

opalqnka, “Five Stars. The only guide you need.”

Haroon Hussain, “Good Service and Product. its a good book if you have less time to take the
test. this book gives great tips to follow and answer Questions easily”

The book by Educational Testing Service has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 1,157 people have
provided feedback.
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